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The film is a remake of the 2012 Tamil-language action film Kodi (film), which was subsequently remade in Malayalam as
Indian Police Force. The film is set during the backdrop of the 1984–1987 Operation Bluestar in the Indian state of Jammu and
Kashmir, when militants were involved in an insurgency against the Indian government. This was one of the most severe security
operations carried out by the Indian security forces. The film also takes place during the time of In-D-Security, where the Indian
government called for covert operations in the region. The film was released on 30 December 2015. Plot In a nondescript
apartment in the Indian city of Ludhiana, Detective Bilal is using his sniper rifle to take out the militant leader Hakim Shali who
had been negotiating peace with the Indian government. As Bilal reads the email he left behind, a violent blast knocks him off
the building. His fellow officer, Ashal, goes in and finds Bilal’s dead body and his tools. The next day Bilal’s wife Sadia brings
her baby Gadde, whom Bilal had promised to bring out of the country. Ashal questions Sadia on her husband’s activity and she
says that Bilal had been working as a double agent and has been sending updates to the security forces. As Sadia tells Ashal that
she had received the email with Bilal’s schedule, Ashal asks her to send him the email and leave town. Tensions rise in the city
as the militants begin shooting at the police. The police decide to arrest Bilal’s contacts and Ashal writes a search warrant for
Bilal’s apartment to arrest the guests, but Sadia goes in and threatens him. Ashal goes to the magistrate and explains the situation
but is told that Bilal was not on duty that day. Ashal then explains that Bilal was taken by another agency that he does not know
about and can’t disclose. Ashal asks Sadia to tell him about Bilal’s activities but she reveals that Bilal was a double agent and
sends Ashal a single dead body instead. Furious, Ashal chases Sadia to her apartment. Sadia is caught at a water works, where
she meets the engineer Mehraj, who threatens her and asks her to meet him at midnight to discuss the situation. Ashal finds out
about the meeting and waits in Sadia’s
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